
STACKR:
THE LONG-TERM SAVINGS SOLUTION

FOR THE DIGITAL COMMUNITY

Saving has long been the cornerstone of wealth generation. As 
technology evolves, it is apparent that savings solutions need to move 
forward in a similar manner. Stackr promises exactly this by removing 
traditional frictions that adversely impact savings solutions, while 
pioneering machine learning driven investment options within a secure 
trust structure. Stackr is the first of its kind and at the forefront of 
intelligent investing.

Stackr is a new type of long-term savings solution with specific benefits 
and features that traditional solutions just don’t offer making it the 
perfect choice for the 21st century saver. 

Stackr uses technology to enable and empower savings anywhere in the 
world. The Stackr Trust Account provides investors with a personal 
international trust account, something previously only accessible to 
ultra-high net worth individuals. Uniquely, the Stackr Trust Account 
allows users to hold a range of investment solutions that use the latest 
technology available, which is truly a global first. Stackr is an optimal 
investment vehicle with optimal investment choices.

STACKR THE NEXT GENERATION SAVINGS SOLUTION

PROBLEM: SOLUTION:

SAVE FOR 
THE FUTURE

LIVE FOR 
TODAY

High fees

Not global

Admin heavy for end user

Complex & not flexible

Don’t include digital assets

Relies on traditional
investment management

Up to 66% reduction in fees 

Flexible, entirely web - based 

Digital onboarding & advice

US$ and crypto investments

Capital and digital assets

Uses latest technology to 
manage assets

Stackr is a global long-term savings solution, through which a 
personalized trust structure allows investors to hold a 
diversified portfolio of both capital and digital assets. The 
intersection of traditional finance and modern-day financial 
technology has enabled Stackr to pioneer this innovative, 
secure and flexible savings solution.

Stackr gives people what they need, the flexibility and 
security to live their lives on their terms now at the same time 
enabling them to save for the future – whatever it may hold.

COMBINING TRADITIONAL 

FINANCE WITH MODERN-DAY 

FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY & 

EXPERTISE HAS ENABLED 

STACKR TO PIONEER ITS 

INNOVATIVE, SECURE AND 

FLEXIBLE INVESTMENT 

SOLUTION THAT ENABLES 

EFFICIENT LONG-TERM 

SAVING THROUGH A 

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF 

TECHNOLOGY-FOCUSED 

INVESTMENT SOLUTIONS.

Current Investment Solutions Stackr



The net result for investors for most of these benefits is the potential to earn more compound interest as there are less fees and taxes 
in the process while providing a level of control and flexibility that modern savers require. 

Now is the time to bring new technology and the traditional expertise of Stackr to the mainstream. The Stackr team is comprised of 
the best capital investment experts, machine learning and technology specialists. Stackr has partnered with crypto specialists, 
Etherbridge machine learning specialists, DataProphet and tokenisation experts Bakari AG, to curate optimal investment solutions - 
the culmination of decades of traditional financial markets experience coalesced with new-age knowledge and machine learning 
expertise.

The Stackr team has the experience of building a US$ 3 billion saving solution in the traditional finance space . Everyone has their 
reasons to join Stackr, but the guiding principle is to bridge the old and new worlds and bring all the best aspects together to 
provide clients with optimal returns and build their retirement savings pot over the long-term.

This document was designed to provide a brief description of the features of Stackr and the investment choices available. It does not constitute an offer or 
solicitation to anyone. It is presented for information purposes only. Stackr is not available in the United States or to citizens or residents of the United States 
or a citizen or resident of the Republic of South Africa, Cayman Islands, Mauritius, Seychelles or Bermuda. Investments with Stackr are subject to market 
risks. Investments can go down as well as up as a result of changes in the value of the investments. There is no assurance or guarantee of capital or 
performance. Investors may lose money including possible loss of capital. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. No 
representations or information provided by Stackr should be construed as tax advice. Stackr strongly recommends investors speak to their tax advisor 
before taking up any offers related to the Stackr product. Stackr does not make any representations that products or services described or referenced 
herein are suitable or appropriate for an investor. Many of the products and services described or referenced herein involve significant risks, and an 
investor should not make any decision or enter into any transaction unless the investor has fully understood all such risks. Any discussion of risks contained 
herein with respect to any product or service should not be considered to be a disclosure of all risks or a complete discussion of the risks involved. Investors 
must make their own independent decisions regarding the suitability and risks of any strategies or financial instruments mentioned herein. 

BENEFITS OF USING STACKR

CONTROL AND FLEXIBILITY INTELLIGENT INVESTMENTS

Stackr clients will invest in hard currency no matter 
where they earn their salary. It also allows 
investment away from the country of origin in case 
of potential economic and geopolitical concerns. 

US$ INVESTMENTS AND DIVERSITY OF GEOPOLITICAL 
RISK Stackr has removed the unnecessary fees that 

traditional institutions charge. Lower fees mean 
more available money to compound over time 
giving investors a better chance to reach their goals.

LOWER FEES

Stackr allows you to designate beneficiaries to 
receive your assets without going through a 
possibly lengthy and expensive probate process 
and estate taxes.

ESTATE PLANNINGPOTENTIAL TAX DEFERRAL 
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Unlike traditional solutions, Stackr gives clients 
total flexibility and control. There are no strict rules 
such as enforced monthly deposits, rather you can 
save whatever and whenever you can afford to. 

With the increasing cost of living and unexpected one-off 
expense such as replacing a broken washing machine, having 
the ability to take a month or 2 off saving whenever you need 
can be very convenient. 

In many jurisdictions, moving assets between 
digital and capital assets can trigger unnecessary 
taxable events. Stackr can be isolated from such 
events due to the trust structure, which means that 

it is only when you really need your money and remove it from 
the trust that you might pay any tax. 

Stackr clients can invest in innovative investment 
solutions that have varying risk profiles, which are 
designed with an emphasis on delivering long-term 
sustainable results and capital loss mitigation at 

their core. Capital asset choices allow investors exposure to 
global markets, with a machine learning driven risk 
management approach facilitating adaptive long-term 
exposure with the view to minimizing loss of capital.


